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ABSTRACT 

In this article we analyse the dynamics generated by the equilibrium solution 
in an overlapping generations model with production. we adopt an inverse 
approach to characterise and construct the class of economies that generates 
any twice continuously differentiable dynamics. To do this we introduce a 
tecbnique based on the theory of partial differential equations. 

RESUMEN 

Se analiza en este artículo las dinámicas generadas por las soluciones de 
equilibrio en un modelo de generaciones sucesivas con producción. El punto 
de vista adoptado es el inverso. Es decir, se parte de una dinámica dos veces 
diferenciable cualquiera, y se caracterizan y se construyen las clases de 
economías que generan esta dinámica. Se prueba que dinámicas arbitrariamente 
caóticas pueden ser generadas por modelos convencionales. Para conseguir 
estos resultados, se introduce una técnica basada en las ecuaciones diferenciales 
en ~erivadas parciales. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In thls article we solve the inverse problem for the overlapping generations 

(OG) model. We take as glven any C2 dynamics and a productlon functlon and 

search far the utllity functions compatible with those parameter functions. 

We glve necessary and sufficlent conditions characterising a utillty 

function capable of generating the given dynamics, thus solvlng in a 

complete manner the inverse problem. 1b.e closest precedent of our work is 

that of Boldrln and Montrucchio (1986) who gave sufficlent condltlans far a 

standard growth model to generate a given c2 dynamics. 

The OG model provides a general scheme which has been widely used to 

analyse the consequerices of economic policies in a dynamic sett1ng. The 

first natural question to settle is that of determining the condltions of 

existence and properties of an equilibrium. This was thought by early 

researchers to be preeminently a stationary solution of the model in the 

!!ne that was· standard in sta.tic models. The growing understanding of non 

linear dynamics over the last decade led economists to enquire about the 

possibility that deterministic economlc systems may generate complex 

dynamics, thus providlng an endogenous explanation of cycles or chaos. The 

theorem by Ll and Yorke (1975) proving that the existence of a cycle of 

perlad three implies chaos was used by Benhabib and Day (1982), Grandmont 

(1985) and other authors to show that an entlrely conventional CG model may 

undergo endogenous fluctuations of ·any periodlcity, a property usually 

thought to be link:ed to chaotic behavior. This leads to what ought to be a 

natural goal for dynamic analysis: to find the relationship between classes 

of economies and classes of dynamics without ruling out a priori any form of 

behavior which can be derlved from what are considered conventional 
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assumptions on the utility and production functions. A majar step in this 

direction is the solution of the inverse problem. By this we mean a setting 

up of the problem which starts with any specific dynamics as a datum and 

constructs the economies capable of generating it, thus opening the way to a 

complete analysis of the structural relationshlps among the economlc 

categorles of the model. This is a more comprehensive analysis than a simple 

proof that a particular kind of behavior, for lnstance chaotic behav1or, can 

be standard for certaln models. But even. from the polnt of view of the 

legltimacy of chaotic behavior, the solution of the inverse problem preves 

to be a truly satisfactory positive answer. In fact, to preve the existence 

of chaos in the sense of Li and Yorke for a dynamics h requires the proof 

that h3{x) :!> x < h{x) < h2{x) holds for some x. This condition is quite 

simple and allows the characterizatlon of fairly neat sufficient conditions 

for lt. In turn it only guarantees chaos in a weak sense, namely the 

existence of periods of all orders. However it is well known that all these 

cycles can be repelling, and for this reason \UlObservable, with the 

exception of a unique attracting cycle of period three, in such a way that a 

path randomly chosen (for example wlth a uniform probability distribution 

for lts initial condition) wlll converge to the stable period three cycle 

with probability· one. Moreover, this behavior may well be structurally 

stable. However the solution of the inverse problem shows the possibility of 

dynamics with cqáotic paths of positive probability. Furthermore such 

dynamics can be ~~oved to have positive probability in a·suitable parameter 

space ~ see Falconer (1990). 

lnverse problems are not new in economics. Debreu · {1974) and Mantel 

(1974) fo\Uld classes of preferences compatible with excess demand functlons 
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exhibiting given properties. In the field of growth theory the article by 

Boldrin and Montrucchio showed that any dynamics is compatible with a 

conventional capital theory model. Although Sorger (1992) found a necessary 

condi.tion showing that the resul t of Boldr in and ·Montrucchlo only stands for 

high rates of dlscount, thelr article contributed significantly to emphasize 

the lnterest of lnverse problems. 

OUr approach to the inverse problem fer OG permits, for the first time 

in the literature, the obtention of necessary and sufflcient conditions 

characterising the economies generating a particular dynamics. It turns out 

that such conditions are fulfilled by a wide family of conventlonal 

economies that can be parameterised by the set of all non negative c
2 

functions defined in a certain domain of the plane. These results show that 

the information about individual preferences that can be extracted from an 

observed dynamics is essentially local. Behind this fact there is a 

topological structural reason which is common to all OG models. A dynamlcs 

imposes condi tions over a manifold of smaller dimension than that of the 

domain of the utility function. So the dynamics gives information only about 

the preferences in a set of polnts whose complement is open and dense in the 

domain of the utility function. However we obtaln a natural crlterion to 

classify consumer preferences related to the elasticity of substitution 

which, for a given production function, allows us to establish a bijective 

correspondence between economies and dynamics. 

In the model we use here there is a striking conttast between the 

flexibillty to ge~erate any given dynamics from wide families of different 

utlllty functions and the result obtained using the direct approach where a 

unlque dynamics is completely determlned by a given economy. Since this is a 
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direct consequence of the structural character of CG models, we may expect 

it to be a fairly general property of such models. 

\.lhen we think of the inverse approach to a differentiable optimisation 

problem, that is when attempting to characterise the objective function 

generating given solutions, the first and second order conditions are 

restrictions on the partlal derivatlves of the unknown functlon. This is 

also the case when imposing the usual convexity assumptlons on consumer 

preferences. Thus the natural tool to solve this type of problem is the 

theory of partial differential equations. Thls has been our baslc techniqUe 

in this article. We believe this theory to be very powerful in dealing 

adequately with inverse dynamic problems. 

The article is organized as follows. In the flrst sectlon we present 

the model and salve the direct problern. In the second sectlon we salve the 

inverse problem. Lastly we present sorne conclusions and the proofs of the 

theorems. 

2. DECISION MODEL 

We study the dynamic behavior over time of an overlapping generations 

economy composed of identical indlviduals and flrms. lhere is no uncertainty 

in the model. Production is carried out by identical firms using a constant 

returns to scalp tecbnology represented by a homogeneous functlon 

F(L(t),x(t)) of d~gree one, where L(t) and x(t) are the lev~ls Of labor and 

capital used in perlad t. Without any loss of gene.rality we treat all firms 

as one. We assume no depreciation. The level of labor u~ed each perlad is 

normalized to L(t) = 1 for every t. We define the productlon function 
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f(x{t)) as f{x{t)) = F(l,x{t)). We assurne that each firm takes the prices of 

output p(t), labor w(t) and capital r(t) as given in each period. \.le 

normallze the prlce of output p(t) = 1 far every perlad. The firm uses each 

input in such a way that the value of lts marginal product equals the prlce 

of the input in that period. Total output is distributed to the provlders of 

labor. and capital in proportion to thelr marginal productivities. That is, 

using Euler's Theorem, we can wrlte 

f(x(t)) = x(t)f' (x(t)) + w(t) x(t)r(t) + w(t). (1) 

We assume each individual lives for two consecutive periods. The nwnber 

:::f !ndividuals is the same in every period. For simplicity we treat them all 

as one. He is endowed with a unit of labor in the flrst period of his life, 

which he supplies inelastically in production, having no regard for leisure. 

Production in the first period of life of an individual born in t is 

accomplished uslng his labor together wlth a capital, provided by his 

parent, which equals the value x(t) of Output saved in the previous perlad. 

The salary glven in (1) must provide for the individual consumption and 

saving when young while the gross ret~rn x(t+1)(1+r{t+1)) on bis savings 

will cover the value of hls consumption when old. For ease of notatlon we 

will from now onwards denote by x the optimal choice x(t+l) of the 

individual savings when young and we will call z the savings choice made by 

his parent. Since the value of z is taken as given by the individual we 

characterise his choice of x by the solution of the following constrained 

optimisatlon problem which we denote by P . 
z 
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subject 
c

1 
(t) 

e (t) 
z 

to 
f(z) -zf' (z)-x 

x(1 + f'-(x)) 

a
1

(z) ~X~ a
2

(z} 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

ls -a utility function r_epresenting the preferences of 

t-'·ab,out cflrst_ an:d second period consumption. The bounds 

~~~i,z1'.c11mLt' tl>•f<'ª''lble Values of saving to ensure, far lnstance, 

both ·perlods remalns positive. Since the optima! value 

chos'en glven z and in every period an individual is born, and 

tYPe of problem, we have a family of one variable optimlsatlon 

problems parameterlsed by every possible value af z. We represent in figure 

1 a typlcal sequence of budget constralnts and its associated optima! 

consumption points belonging to a curve IJl(f) representing optima! 

conswnptions (see Lernma below). 

F1qure 1. 

We now formulate severa! assumptions to ensure that, far each possible 

value of z, P has a well defined unique solution. 
z 

We consider z taking-values over an interval 

A = { (c
1
(z,x),c

2
(x)): X e 1 

z 

I ~ Ut. 

z 
} . 

where 1 "" { X : a- (z):sx::s()' (z)}, be the feasible set for 
% 1 z 

Let 

(5) 

the problem P z. The 

character .of t6e production function ensures, given (2) y (3), a specific 

shape for the budget constraint. We make the following assumptlons on f 
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ASSl:'MPTIONS ON f. 

The production function f: I~ R fulfills: 

i)f>O, f' >O, f''<O. 

11) A(x) = 1 + f' + xf'' >O. 

lii) f''' :So. 

We prove in Theorem 2 below that there exists a wide family of 

production ftmctions verifying requirements i) to 111) together with another 

condition we refer to at the beglnnlng af sectlon three. Assumptlons 1), 

li), anq lii) guarantee that the curve A , representing the feasible set far 
z 

the problem Pz, is the graph of a decreasing, strictly concave f\Ulction c
2 

= 

R(c1 ) in the consumptian space. Observe that equation (2) shows that the 

correspondence between c
1 

and x is bijective. Therefore a given value of c
1 

determines a unique value of x and, given (3), a unique value of c
2

. Also 

R' (c1) ""' - 1 - f' (x) - xf'' {x) < O and R'' (c
1

) 

where x = f(z} - zf' (z) - c
1

. 

2f' ' (x) + xf' ' ' (x) < o, 

We now make the following assumptions on the utility functian 

ASSUMPTIONS DN U. 

a) U is defined on D U:zeJ D
2

, where each D
2 

ls an open convex set 

such that A s; D . 
% z 

e) U1 >O, 1 = 1,2, where U
1 

denotes the flrst order derivatives of U. 

d} The-restriction of U to each D is a quasi concave function. 
% 

e) For every z e I there exists a polnt x verlfying the flrst arder 

conditlon (6} below, with o-
1 

(z) < x < o-
2
(z). 

Notice that in arder to apply the usual convex programming techniques 

far each P we do not need D to be a convex set. Furthermore when we deal 
% 
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wl th the lnverse problem we wi 11 not be a ble to assume tha t D is convex. 

Thus we make no assumptions on the convexity of D. Assumption e) ensures the 

existence of an interior solution far each P . A natural sUfficient 
z 

condition for the existence of a point fulfilling e) would be -U + 
1 

U
2
A(o-

1 
(z)) <O and -U

1
+ U

2
A{o-

2
(z)) > O, slnce by contlnuity, for sorne x e 1

2 

(6) would hold. In section three, theorem 4, we prove the existence of wide 

families of fW1ctlons U fulfllllng a) to e). 

The first arder conditlon far the problem P is 
z 

-U + U A(x) = O. 
1 2 

(6) 

Under these conditlons we can use standard elementary tecluliques in convex 

programm.ing to prove the followlng theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Under assumptlons 1) to 111) on f a.nd a) to d) on U above 

the necessary first arder condition for the problem P
2 

is also a sufficlent 

condition far a global and unique maximm. Horeover if assumption e) on U 

holds such maxi11J..111l always exists. 

Hence, given assumptions a) to d) on U, every point x satisfying (6) 

can be written as 

. X = h(z). (7) 

The dynamic nature of the problem is expressed by the fact that the optlmal 

valúe :Or .. <savings_ i.n period t, x = h(z), is the value of capital far the 

following i~nerat·fn.o that is, the parameter definlng t~e problem P h(:zl 

Hence if for every z there is a value of x satlsfying the flrst arder 

condition, h expresses the optimai recurrence for the model. As an 

illustration, figure 2 below shows an example of a possible dynamics far (7) 

togethér with its translation into consumption values. 
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Assume now that assumption e) holds. Given theorem 1 1 t will al so 

satlsfy the second order condltion for P , name!y 
z 

U -2U A(x)+A(x)2u +U A' {x) < O 
11 12 22 2 

(8) 

Therefore equation (6) above defines implicltly the function x = h{z). In 

arder to obtain information about h(z) we differentiate the first arder 

condltions. We then get 

dx 
dz 

- zf''(z)(U
11

- A(x)U
21

) 

+ A(x ) 2 U + U A' (x) 
22 2 

Given (8) the sign of this derivative depends on the sign of the numerator. 

Our assllinptlons on U and f allow any sign for it. In particular if lt were 

to be the case that U
12 

~ O we would have simple dynamics, whlle if U
12 

< O 

we would be allowlng for the possibility that dx/dz mlght change sign 

contlnuously and, in consequence, the dynamics described by (7) might be 

complex. We point out that Benhabib and Nishimura (1985) show that, for a 

model with a representative agent living an· infinite number of periods, U
12 

> o lmplies that the optima! path is monotonic while U
12 < o allows 

osciliatory dynamics. 

This suggests the possibility of analysing the inverse problem. What 

Can we fix an arbitrary dynamics for the model which is compatible with 

conventional utility and pr:oduction functions?. We do this in the next 

Sect!on. 
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3. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

We considera mapping h:I------) 1 from the domain off, 1 = (x0,x
1

) ~ R+, 

onto itself. This mapping gives us the dynamics which we want to impose on 

the optimal path in this model. 1he only assumptlon that we mak:e on h ls 

ASSUHPTION 1): h E cf(I). 

Notice that this asswnption allows an extremely wide range of simple or 

complex dynamlcs, from monotone to multimodal functions. 

We now make the extra assumption on f we referred to in section two 

when we listed the requirements on the production function we needed there. 

ASSUMPTION IV) ON f: -zf'' - h' >D. 

We now pick a production function fulfilling assumptions i) to iv) 

on f. Notice that since 

dc,I = - zf'' - h' 
dz 

{:z;,h(;,r;)) 

the role of assumption iv) on f is to guarantee that consumption c
1 

evalllated at the optima! points is an increasing function of z. Therefore we 

also have that the mapping e(z) = c
1
(z,h(z)) has as inverse 

-1 
z = a (c

1
). (9) 

This allows us to translate the dynamics h(z) into the consumption space 

This is sfated ir,l the following Lemma which is an elementary consequence of 
·f 

assumption iv) o~.,. the production function f. 

LEMMA. The points of the graph f = { (z,h(z)) ) of the function x = 

h(z) defined in the investment space are mapped by iJt, which is defined by 
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..P(z,x) (cl,c2) with 

el '1<
1
(z,x) = f(z) - zf'(z) - X (10) 

c2 iJt
2
(z,x) = x(l+f' (x)), (11) 

onto a curve 'll(r) contained in the consumption space. This curve is the 

graph of the function c
2 

= "t(c
1

) expressing the relationship behteen 

consumptions at the points that we require to be optimal for the family of 

problems P z' 

Note that does not express the optima! consumption 

recurrence since it Is not conjugate of x = h(z). The action of il' can be 

seen in figure 2. 

•., f"lqure 2. 

Befare proceeding any further we explore the issue of how wide is the 

family of production functions fulfilling assumptions !). ii) and ili) and 

iv) above, 

THEOREM 2. Let j be any integrable negative function j: I ~ IR and 

Jet J(~) be any third primitive of j(f), that is, any functlon such that 

J'''(S) = J(S). Then there exist real constants C1, C2 and C3 such that 

f(S) = J(S) + A ~2 + AS + A satisfles assumptions i), ii) iii) and iv) for 
1 2 3 

This can be proved by checking that it works for the following values 

1 1 h' 
C

1 
= mln { inf {- z J" (i¡), i; E 1 }, inf { z ( - ~ - J"(i;)) '"E 1 } 

C
2 

= max { sup { - J' {~) - 2A1S: S E I} • 

sup { - 1 -E;f' • Ci;l - J' (i¡) -2>
1
¡;, i; e l } }. (12) 

sup { -J(i;) - > ¡;2 
- > i; ' i; e l }. 

1 2 
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Observe that this characterises a wlde family of productlon functions, 

parameterlsed by any arbitrary integrable negative function and the 

parameters A
1

, 1 ~ 1 ~ 3. Far example, taklng j(~) = - 6 we get the famlly 

of polynomials 

{ - f,,3 + :>..1f,,2 + ;>..2f,, + A3: A1 < c1, A2 > c2 and A3 > c3 }. 

Wlth thls we have specified fully the characteristlcs of the functions 

h and f that are taken parametrically in this approach. We now state the 

central issue of this artlcle. Let X == h(z) be a function satisfying 

condition 1) abov~. Let f be a production function satlsfylng assumptions i) 

to iv). 

DEFINITION. We define :1h to be the class of utllity functions such 

that far all U e ~h there exists a family of problems ( P
2 

JzeI with utility 

function u and production function f such that the solution x of each 

problem P
2 

satisfies x = h(z)_ We requlre all U E :Jh to satisfy conditions 

a) to e) of section two. 

PROBLEM: Characterise the class of functions :Jh. 

The basic idea behind the solution of this problem is very simple. We 

can impose specific slopes onto the indifference curves of a utllity 

function U_ which ,~genera tes h by defining a direction field (see Arnold 

(1974)). This fi~ld takes specific values at the points·or the graph W(r) 

of T(c ) and has the indifference contours as integral curves. (See figure 

' 
3). We then analyse the relationship between the properties of these 

direction fields and those of the corresponding utility fwictions. Finally 
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we show that conditlons over the direction fields that are easlly 

manipulable allow us to construct an ordinal utllity function, having the 

required properties, that generales the given dynamics. 

f'lqure 3. 

We start by defining the direction fleld associated to a function. 

DEFINITION". Given U : D ~ IR, where D is a domain 1n R2 
and U E 

C1(D), ~e define the direction field t(U) associated to U by 

t(U) .:: Q(c
1

, c
2

) = - U
1
/U

2
• (13) 

Observe that Q is well defined over the domain D of U if U
2 

> O in D. This 

definition shows that Q is a real function. We think. of it as a dlrection 

field since i t gives at each polnt (C
1

, C
2

) of D the slope of the contour 

curve of U through that point. To see this let U(c
1

, c
2

) =U (C
1

, C
2

) be the 

equation of such curve. If U
2 

> O this equation implici tly defines c
2 

in 

terms of c
1

. We call this funct.ion c
2 

= rp(c
1

). We then have 

(14) 

for all {c
1
,c

2
) in a certain neighborhood of (C

1
,C

2
}. ( See figure 3 ). 

We now study the restriction of t to the family of utility functions ~h 

Notice that for any two different functions U and V, t(U) = t(V) then U and 

V have common contour curves, since they are glven by the first arder 

differentlal equation {14). This does not imply that U = V but it imposes an 

equivalence relation U ,,. V ~ t(V) = t(U) induced by .4' over ~h whlch 

identifles essentia11y equivalent utility functions. 

DEFINITION. We define V, 11 e :Jh as essentially equivalent if there 

exists a differentiable, increasing, real function µ such that V = µ(W) ln a 
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certain open neighborhood of the set >I<(r) of optimal consumption points 

defined in the above le.111U1a. 

Therefore the equivalence classes induced in the set of utility 

functions by this equivalence relatlon are made up of utlllty functions 

glvlng an identlcal ordering to the indifference contours. We now prove that 

the equlvalence relatlon lnduced by oli over !fh is preclsely the essentlal 

equlvalence. 

THEOREM 3. Let V, W E 3-'h. Then V and W are essentially equivalent if 

and only if ~(V) = ~(W) in a certaln open neighborhood of ~(r). ( 1he proof 

is gi ven in the f,.ppendlx ) . 

We now show how the functions belonging to ~h can be characterlsed by 

a certain property of their assoclated dlrection flelds. 

THEOREM 4. Given a dynamics x = h(z) satisfying assumption 1) a utility 

function U defined in an open neighborhood of >I<(r) belongs to ~h if and only 

if its associated direction field Q satisfies the first arder quasi linear 

inequality in partial derivatives 

Ql + Q2Q ;!:. o 
with an initial cóndition over >I<(f) given by 

- g( e ) is t,pe slope 
·1 . 1i 

is given big.g(c
1

) 

where 

which 

proof see Appendlx.) 

of the budget constraints at the opti.mal 

A(h(0-1(c
1
))) = A(x), given (7) and (9). 

(IS) 

(16) 

points, 

(For a 

Theorem 4 states that every Q verifying i ts hypotheses allows us to 

obtain a utility function U that generales the dynamics h. 1he proof of this 
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Theorem suggests a way of constructing utility functions belonging to :'Fh. 

Befare doing this we proceed to explore the problem of how wide is the 

family of direction fields Q that verify the conditions of Theorem 4 above. 

THEOREM S. For every positive function T/ deflned over an open 

neighborhood of t(f) the quasi linear equation in partial derivatives 

(17) 

defines .a direction field Q verifying (15) and (16) of theorem 4. { The 

proof is glven in the Appendix). 

We now describe a way to construct utility functions belonging to :'Eh 

based on the previous two Theorems. 

We know by (14) that a contour curve of a utillty functlon U with U
2 

positive must satisfy the differential equation <p' (c
1

) = Q(c1 .~{c1 )}. Taking 

deriva ti ves with respect to c
1 

we get <p'' (c
1

) = Q
1 

+ Q
2
Q. Taking a positive 

function T/ as in 1heorem 5 and a Q that satlsfies equation (17) the 

solutions of the second order differential equatlon '{J'' = T/ with ínitial 

conditions <p(c
1

) = T(c
1

) and <p' (c
1

) = - g(c
1

) give us the contour curves of 

U in Theorem 5. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that if we define 

utility function U e :'fh. For example, if we take T/ = 1 the contour curves of 

U are clearly the family of quadratic functions c
1
2/ 2 + µc

1 
+ a:. If T/ =. O 

we obtain the famlly of straight llnes ~c1 + a. 
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4. CDNCLUSIONS 

Far a given f verifying assumptions i) to iii) in section 2, the set g
2 

of economies analysed in the text is parameterlsed by the utility functions 

U belonging to the class 'U
1 

verifylng asswnptions a) to e). Theorem 1 proves 

the existence of a rnapping G:'l1
1 
~ H assigning a unique h, belonging to 

the set 1( of dynamics verifying assumptlon 1) in sectlon three, to each U E 

In the·orern 2 we show that, for every hEX, there exists a wide 

famlly of conventlonal production functlons 3h fulfilling assumptlons i) to 

lv). Theorems 4 and 5 show that there exlsts a set~= {(h,f):heX,fejh} and 

a correspondence J:~ ~ '11
2 

asslgning to each (h,f) in ~ the utlllty 

functlons generating, the dynamics h. This is a multlvalued correspondence 

as a consequence of theorem 4. Moreover Gis such that G(J(h,f)) = h for all 

(h,f} E~. Sorne more lnformatlon about the character of the correspondences 

G and J can be extr<!cted from the text. \.le know that G carries the class of 

economies corresponding to utility functions with non negative cross partial 

derivatives onto a set of increasing monotonic dynamics. To these dynamics 

there corresponds either a wiique equilibrium or multiple equilibria without 

cycles. Howeve:r the problem of finding the necessary conditlons for an 

economy to ~enerate a monotone dynamics remains open. 

Theorems 4 a"nd 5 describe the multlvalued inverse correspondence J. 
·~ 

More precisely, ;theorem 5 shows how the sets J( (h, f)) · characterlsed in 

theorem 4 can be parameterised by the class of non negative C2 functions. 

Thus if we flx a functlon 11(c1,c2) belonging to such class we can define a 

mapping J assigning to each (h,f}e~ the unique utility function in J((h,f)} 

" 
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1 

that has n(c
1
,c

2
} as the value of the second derlvative of 1 ts con tour 

curves. Hence, far flxed f and 'Jl, there exists a bljective mapping between 

preferences and dynamlcs. Therefore in our model complete 1nformation on the 

dynamlcs does not ldentify individual preferences exactly. Due to the 

topo!oglcal argument given in the introduction th1s may well be a gener1c 

, tralt of all OG models. However lf we were to tak:e the functlon 7), as an 

extra assumptlon on U, thus taking the elasticity of substitutlon as a 

datum, an observed dynamics would give full informatlon on preferences. 

The flexlbility of the model for generating a glven dynamlc leads to 

·. the following problem : could l t be the case that lf we take a class of 

· dynamics as given ( far example the famlly µh(x) for a fixed h, and µ tak:ing 

values in sorne lnterval) there exist a unique U and a family of production 

functlons generating the entire class of dynamics?. Since the whole family 

of dynamics will impose restrictions on U over an open domain of the plane 

it seems li.kely that the answer will be yes, when adequate restrictions are 

placed on the productión functlons. 

In this article the production function plays always the role of a 

flxed parameter function. A natural problem of an lnverse nature would be 

and h as given. This seems to be a more awkward problem to analyse because 

lt involveS solving differential equations with deviating argument. 

17 
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/ 
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/ 

/ 
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f'1gure 2, 'ip maps thc opt1m .. 1 path x h{:z) ont.o the consumptlon 1>1><1co. 

Thc budqct conslraint zxl oí P ls m..,ppcd onto A • 
% % % 

Flquro 1. Some budqot con11t.ralnts for thc Fa.mi ly P 
2

• 
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e, 

F"lgure AL Tho bounds .-, O' a rest.rlct. thc 'º ln whlch U 

ls wel l deflned, 

f"lguÍ-e 3. The slopes lmposed onto IP(f) can be extended to a dlrect.lon fleld 

whose lnleqral curves are the lndlfíerence curves o1 the solutlon U lo 

' the tnve~If" problem. 
<] 
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• 
APPENDIX - PROOFS 

Proof of theorem 1. 

bl 1 t S ~ (eº cºl the first order conditlon 
Assurne that for a feasi e Pº n 1' 2 

is satisfled. This lmplies that the graph of R(cl) and the indifference 

5 (see figure ). Let are tangent to each other at 'curvé w(c
1

} through S 

tangent to both curves and let R- be 
L (e ) be the straight llne through 5 

• 1 

the lower open half plane determined by thls llne. 

. ' 

o, 

flqure. Cr~ph correspondlng lo the sltuatlon deplct.cd ln theorem l. 

" "6 

1 22 

1 
1 

. . Take now any polnt P =(e;, e:) and assume U(c
1
,c

2
) ~ 

U(c~,c~)~ By vlrtue of the quasi concavity of U, for every (c
1
,c

2
) belonging 

- o o to the segment PS we would have U(c
1
,c

2
) '= U(c

1
,c

2
). But if we take (c

1
,c

2
) 

wi thin a small enough diStance of S, then c
2 

< ¡p(c
1

), since by the quasi 

concavity of U the function ¡p is convex and in consequence '{> i!: L,( Then 

'U(c1, c2 ) < U(c1, q:i{c1)), since U
2 

is strictly positive. But U{c
1

, ¡p(c
1

)) 

o o 
U(c1,c2), and th~s contradicts our prev1ous statement that U{c

1
,c

2
) 

o o • • o o 
U(c1,c2). We therefore have proved the assumption U(c

1
,c

2
) ~ U(c

1
,c

2
} to be 

• • o o • • -
absurd, and in consequence U(c

1
,c

2
) < U(c

1
,c

2
) holds for every (c

1
,c

2
) E D

2
• 

To end our proof lt sUffices to observe that the concavlty of R lmplies that 

"1A - { S } s; D-. 
z z 

Proof of the lelllllla.. 

The restrictlon of .P to r is an injective mapping since two points of r 

having the same image must be ldentical. This can be easily proved. Assume 

.P(z1,h(2
1

)) = .P(z
2
,h(z

2
.l). Then 

.P1(z1,h(z1)) = .P1(z2,h{z2)). 

But given equation (10) this implies 

which, given assumption iv) above, implies z
1 

= z
2

. Therefore 

Moreover the curve .P(r) defines the graph of a function c
2 

= ~(c1 ). To 

see this assume that two points in .P{r) have equal flrst coordin'ate. Then 

1Jt1(z,h{z)) = t 1{z',h(z')) implies z = z'. Therefore (z.~{z)) = (z',h(z')) 

and t 2(z,h(z)) = .P2 (z' ,h(z' )). This shows that.both points coincide. q.e.d. 

23 
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Proof of theorem 2. 

Proof. Since f''' J',. j < o assumption iil) is verif1ed by f. We 

take e
1 

such that 
1 h' 

e
1 

= mln { irú {- ~ J"Ci;): E; E I}, 1rú { z ( - ~ - J"Ci;)):i; e I} 

< c
1 

then f' • < O and f'' < - ~· for every Since f'' (E;)= J'' (E;)+ 2A1, lf Al ~ 

E; E I, -whlch is equivalent to lv). 

Let 

c
2 

= max { sup { -
I ) ) . 

J' (i';J - 2>1i;, i; e 1) , 
sup { - 1 -<f'' Ci;J - J' (i';) -2>1i;, <e 

!f ~2 > C
2 

then f' >O and 1 + f'+ i;r''>O. 

Flnally take e
3 

such that 

Then, if ~3 > C3, 

c
3 

= sup 

f > o. 

i; e I }. 

Note that the family verifylng only assumptlons 1), 11) and 111), 

excluding iv), is even wider than the class we have found. 

obtained by relaxing the constant C1 to 

el= inf { - ~ J'' CE;): i; E Iz }. 

24 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3. lf V and W are essentially equivalent then V
1 

µ'W
2 

in an open nelghborhood of >lt(f), Since µ' > O, t(V) 

t(W) in that neighborhood. 

Assume now that ~(V) = t(W) = Q in an open set D' ~ ~(f), Then V and W 

are solutions of the first order linear equation in partlal derlvatives 

(Al) 

By virtue of the Theorem of existence and uniqueness of solutions for these 

equations ( see Arnold (1980)), given s = (c
1
,T(c

1 
)) E 'lt(f} there exists a 

certain neighborhood D 
9 

of s in wh1ch V and W are uniquely defined by their 

values over ~(r) n Ds, provided the characteristic curves of the equatlon 

(Al), which a~e the carnmon contour curves of U and W , are transversal (non 

tangent ) to >lt(f). That is, provided 

T' (e ) .,¡. rp' (e ) 
1 . 1 

(A2) 

where rp(c
1

} = c2 is the contour curve of U and W throUgh (c
1
,T(c

1
)). Since 

V, W e . '1,, every paint s = (e , T(c ) ) e IJl(f) satisfies the first order 
. 1 1 

conditlon of the problem P, where z = e-1(c). Therefore 
z 1 

- U
1 

+ U
2
g(c

1
) =O, 

where g(c
1

} = A(h(B-1(c
1
))). Hence (13) and (A3) imply 

Q(c
1
,T(c

1
)} = - g(c

1
}, 

But fram (14) we get 

q¡' (c1) = - g(c1). 

Thus a sufficient conditlon for transversality is 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

.To prove that this inequality holds, observe that i:' (c
1

) gives the slope of 
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the irnage of the given recurrence in the consumption space. The points 

{z,h(z}) rnust satisfy thé budget constraints (2)and (3) after substitutlng 

h(z) by x. In that case 

Therefore 

h' (z)g{c
1

) h'(z)(l + f'(x) + xf"(x)) 

- zf' • (z) - h' (z) zf'' {z) h' (z) 

-g(c
1 
)zf'' (z) 

-r' (c1) + g(c1) = ---z~f,.;""Crz")--~h~''(~z")-

which is positive given assumptions 1), 11) and iv) above. Therefore V and W 

are unlquely defined over a certain neighborhood D
8 

of s by (Al) and their 

, initlal conditlons 

respectlvely. Taking derlvatives we get 

V + V -r' = a.'. 
1 2 

Slnce V is a solutlon of (Al) and (A4) holds we have 

v
1 

- V
2
g(c

1
) "" o. 

Therefore 

V
2

(g+-r')::a.'. 

But V > o ( since V e 1F h ) and g + ,. > o by (AS). 
2 

s.ir;;i lar :-¡;¡:¡:;::; .. : .. :'°' ~'f:c•,.,·s ';h2'~ w > o. ]f \..."E ~2k€ µ = t:tºP 

Therefore a' > o. A 

-1 
then µ'>O and µ º"' 

is a solution of _,j(Al) which takes the same values over D
9
n >lt(r) as V. This 

preves that V = µ~W over D
5 

and also over D"" UsE~lr)Ds q.~.d-

1 26 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4. a) \le assume flrst that U E ~ h and prove that Q 

satisfies the requlred conditions. If in the expression Q
1 

+ Q2Q we make Q 

- U /U we obtaln 
1 2 

-U u2+2u UU -U if 
11 2 21 1 2 22 1 (A6) 

( u )3 
2 

But the quasi concavity of U implles that 

o • -U if + 2U U U - U if 
11 2 21 1 2 22 1 º'] u . 

02 

Therefore U
2 

> O implles 

Al so since h picks interior solutions to P z' equation (A4} guarantees 

that the lnitial condition holds. q.e.d. 

b) We now assume that Q verlfies conditions (15) and (16) in an open 

neighborhood of IJl(r). We prove flrst that there exists a function U whose 

associated field is Q and such that U
1

, U2 > O . To do this notlce that the 

Theorem of existence and unlqueness of solutions of first arder linear 

equations in partial derivatives guarantees, for every s E IJl(f), the 

existence, in an open hall 0
9 

centered at s, of a unique solutiori for the 

Cauchy problem 

U
1 

+ U
2
Q :: O 

with inltial condition over IJl(f) given by 

(A7) 

(AS) 

provided that the transversality condltlon holds. To prove that we take 

derivatives in equatlon (AS). We then get 

which given (16) and (A7} implies 
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Therefore u
2 

> O at s since, given (AS) above, -r' + g > O. But Q < O at s. 

Hence (A7) implles that U
1 

> O at s and, by the continuity of U1 and U2, 

these functions are strictly positive in a certain open hall 0
9 

centered at 

s. The uniqueness of the solutlon at every 0
8 

guarantees that any two 

solutlons obtained far two different points s and s' must be the sa.me at 

D riD , Hence u ls well deflned in the open nelghborhood D of ~CrJ given by . •' 
Ust'l'(l)Ds . Moreover, 

that U is also C
2

(D). 

since Q Is c2 , the Theorem mentioned above guarantees 

we have proved that U satlsfies conditions a), b) and c) of Sectlon 

two. we now prove that U is quasi concave in each D
0

• Since U2 > O at every 

(C ,C) E D, the equation U(c
1
,c.,l = U(C

1
,C

2
) implicitly defines c 2 as a 

1 2 s "' 
function 1p(c ). Taking derivatives with respect to c

2 
in (14) we find w' '= 

1 

Q + Q Q ~ o. Hence the indlfference curves of U are convex. Since U1 and U2 
1 2 

are positive this guarantees that U is quasi concave in Ds. 

Finally we prove that U generates the given dynamics for a certain 

family ~f problems with production functlon f. To do this we fix a value z 

belonging to the domain I of h. The point W(z,h(z}) = s belongs to the open 

hall D in which 
• 

such that _ 

is well defined. We consider two values cr
1
(z) and cr2 (z) 

cr
1

(z) < h(z) < cr2{z) 

and the budget set Az defined in {S} verifies 

A ~D. 
z • 

(See figure Al). 

1 28 
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1 
1 

i 

Also every x = h(z) verifies the first arder condition ( this is 

implied by the lnitial conditlon far Q in {16) together with (A7)). Hence 

the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied by U and f. Therefore U, together 

with f generates, the given dynamics q.e.d. 

Flqure AL 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5 Conslder the quasi linear equation in partlal 

derivatives Q
1 

+ Q
2
Q = ~ with initial condition over ~(f) given by (16). 

Th~ transversality condltion requlres the lnitial curve, whose equation 

parameterised by c
1 

are 

to be transversal to the integral curves of the associated differential 

system 

dx 
2 

X 
3 

The direction vector of the initial curve is (1,-r' ,-g') and the direction 

vector of a characteristic curve through a point of the ini ti al curve is 

Therefore (AS) guarantees the transversality 

condition for this equation at every point of the lnitlal curve. 

By virtue of the Theorem of exlstence and uniqueness of solution for 

these kind of equations a solution Q of (17) verifying (16) exists in an 

open neighborhood of W~f), and since ~ > O we have 

q. e.d. 
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